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The Solution - GXP1615



 To improve security and access for guests 
during-and-after business hours, the GDS3710 HD IP video 
door system was installed at the front door as part of Quest’s 
facility management solution. The GDS3710 allowed Quest to 
easily track, manage, restrict, allow and record access to their 
building during-and-after business hours. It is within their 
security protocol that they are required to have doors lock, 
but must be able but must be able to grant access to their guests. The GDS3710 
has built-in speakers and a mic, which provided convenient 
intercom connection. After-hours services and late-arrival 
guests can use the GDS3710, which connects guests to the 
on-call manager who can provide directions and remotely 
release the door to allow entry into the building. 

 For the reception team, they use Grandstream’s most powerful high-end ip phone, the GXP2170 coupled with the 
GXP2200 extension module with rooms programmed on speed dial. GXP2170s were deployed at the front desk and concierge 
where staff experiences high volume calls and require transferring to different departments. These are handled quickly thanks 
to the GXP2200 extension module and its’ shortcut extensions for efficient call handling. Additionally, the GXP2170 shows 
information on the weather forecast, which is a common question asked by guests at the reception desk.  
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 Quest’s cleaning and maintenance team uses the WP820 Wi-Fi cordless handsets to seamlessly roam the building while 
being on the same internal phone system. This helps reduce cost as they do not need any additional devices or support as 
they can make/receive SIP calls through the hotel’s existing Wi-Fi network.
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